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On Friday 22 March the Train Of Trainers (ToT) course for notaries and judges has been 
delivered in Rome, as planned. The trainees of the course will become trainers in three 
countries representing the Project (Italy, Hungary, Bulgaria) on the EU Regulations on 
Successions (650/2012) and matrimonial regimes for international married and registered 
couples (1103 and  1104 of 2016). 
  
Three expert trainers (Prof. Elena Ioriatti, the civil law notary Daniele Muritano, the lawyer Ms. 
Charlotte Oliver), twelve participants coming from the three above countries, who have been 
previously selected through a public call, and two attendants have been involved in 20 hours of 
training on EU law in English language.  
Discussions on practical cases, interactive sessions of exchange among notaries and judges, 
legal drafting at organized workshops and serious games realised in presence contributed to 
facilitate the transfer of knowledge and skills from the trainers to the trainees who will apply 
the acquired expertise in their everyday work, thus benefitting European citizens in the end. 
The C.L.I.L. - Content and Language Integrated Learning - didactic methodology has been 
applied at the ToT and will continue to be so through the entire Project. 
  
The Project foresees the first seminar to be undertaken on 9 and 10 April in Rome, that will 
reproduce - for a duration of 10h and a planned audience of 48 trainees - the training format 
created for the ToT course acting as a pilot for the seminars to come, with a focus on specific 
issues related to the actual application of EU law in the countries where the trainers come from. 
The seminar in Rome will be led by the three ToT experts mentioned above and four new 
trainers among the ToT trainees (2 notaries and 2 judges) and will address practical cases to 
be discussed in presence. 
  
All training activities are developed and undertaken with the co-funding of DG Justice and 
Consumers. For additional information and to register at the seminar in Rome please use the 
following link to the Project webpage: www.eulawinen.eu 
  
We are looking forward welcoming to out training session in Rome! 
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